The Problem with Education Technology
(Hint: It’s Not the Technology)

Fink and Brown’s thin volume is written so well that reading it a second time is as interesting and engaging as the first. With lines like, “What is a ‘paper,’ exactly? Just like pornography: you know it when you see it,” who would stop? (p. 24). While their text touches on multiple topics at the intersection of writing and technology, the volume’s emphasis centers on Automatic Essay Scoring (AES). Fortunately, the authors do not focus just on the artificial nature of AES grading—they move past that and land on the artificial nature of many writing assignments as well as human-based scoring approaches—particularly as they manifest in high-stakes tests like the GRE and SAT.

Their core argument has several pieces. Primarily, machines cannot read and evaluate like experts; instead, the systems only find the signifiers or variables that they are told experts seek as indicators of writing capacity and ability. This claim gains power when the authors hone in on the Education Technology Services (ETS) raters take by focusing on the essay’s form rather than their claims or arguments. This is done with human raters, the authors point out, and that is key to the problem of AES and automation. “The problem with the machine isn’t about the machine. It’s about how humans (in this case, standardized test raters) got turned into machines. And how these mechanized humans became accepted as the ‘experts’ for the machines to (easily) emulate” (p. 12).

The text is accessible, friendly, and familiar—especially for writers or writing teachers. It floats lightly and deftly. Unfortunately, the authors employ a straw man: Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). Discussing mostly the profit and student extraction aspects of MOOCs and the role that AES has in them offers a limited view. Sadly, they overlook writing which takes place in MOOCs: forums, messaging, and social media. This writing is neither easy to track or evaluate; pretending that this real writing for real audiences does not emerge in many MOOCs is problematic. Equally problematic is ignoring MOOCs like #clMOOC where goals are explicitly around professional development and multimedia authoring; lifelong learning, not the degree, drive those MOOCs. MOOCs are not the enemy. The desire to extract profit and capitalize on every possible interaction with students should remain the authors’ target. Automatic grading enables such extraction and increases profits for academic administrations and the EdTech companies they hire.

The Problem with Education Technology ends with hope. It centers on the importance of organizing with groups beyond writing teachers. The goal is to limit the juggernaut of high stakes testing—a powerful force that is helping fund, in terms of political clout, time, and money—a juggernaut that is increasingly reliant upon the automatonic grading (by humans or computers) of writing which should be, in stark contrast, thoughtful, powerful, engaging, and not limited to a select set of structural and rhetorical moves.
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FrameMaker – Creating and Publishing Content

Being a bit selfish, I picked this book to review as I don’t have a reference book at home on FrameMaker and have thought at times it would be nice to have one. This points out that the book has a market as I am part of that market. Plus, while not minding to brush up on FrameMaker by Googling videos and online text, I have thought it would be good to have a reference book on paper, too.

With an impressive scope and weighing in at what feels like at least a pound, FrameMaker – Creating and Publishing Content should prove to be the reference I have wanted.

New users can be one audience for the book as can be more experienced users who want a reference.